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GPS Civil Users Need A Means For:

- Receiving system information (system status, health and modernization plans).
- Providing civil user input/feedback (feedback on adequacy of signals for user needs, new applications).
- Global participation.
- Participating in an interference/outage reporting mechanism is needed (process for interference detection and mitigation).
- Having an advocate (a means by which system users can be represented in all parts of the system planning and operation).
CGSIC Charter

Civil GPS Service Interface Committee was chartered in 1986 to be that forum.

➢ Recognized worldwide forum for effective interaction between all civil GPS users and the U.S. GPS authorities.

➢ Established and chartered to identify civil GPS user needs (e.g. positioning, navigation, and timing).

➢ Exchange information concerning GPS with the world-wide civil user community.

➢ Reports activities to the Office of the Assistant Secretary for Research and Technology.
CGSIC is the World-Wide Forum Between Civil GPS Users and U.S. Government Service Providers
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Virtual CGSIC Meetings Online
September 21-22, 2020

Agenda

All times are in Central Daylight Time (CDT, UTC-5:00)

Jump to Session:
- International
- Timing
- Surveying, Mapping & Geosciences
- Plenary AM
- Plenary PM

Monday, September 21, 2020

Morning Session: